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Your boos mean nothing

It is a free online image maker that allows you to add custom reizable text to the images. It operates on HTML5 screen, so that your images are created instantly on your own device. More commonly, people use the generator to add text captions to established memes, so technically it's more of a meme
captioner than a meme maker. However, you can also upload your own images as templates. How can I customize my meme? You can move and resize text boxes by dragging them around. If you're on a mobile device, you may have to first check enable drag/drop in the More Options section. You can
customize the font color and outline the color next to where you type your text. You can further customize the font in the More Options section and also add additional text boxes. Imgflip supports all web and Windows/Mac fonts, including bold and italics, if they're installed on your device. Any other font on
your device can also be used. Note that Android and other mobile operating systems can support fewer fonts unless you install them yourself. You can insert popular or custom stickers and other images including slag hats, sunglasses, speech bubbles and more. Opacity and resizing are supported. You
can rotate, flip and cut all the models you load. You can draw, sketch, or scribble on your meme using the panel just above the meme preview image. You can create meme chains of multiple vertically stacked images by adding new images with the image setting below the chain. Can I use the generator
for more than just memes? Yes! Meme Generator is a flexible tool for many purposes. By uploading custom images and using all customizations, you can design many creative works, including posters, banners, ads, and other custom graphics. Why is there a watermark imgflip.com my memes? The
Imgflip watermark helps other people find where the meme was created, so they can make memes too! However, if you really want to, you can remove our watermark from all the images you create, as well as remove ads and overload your image creation skills by using Imgflip Pro or Imgflip Pro Basic.
Can I make animated or video memes? Yes! Animated meme models will appear when you search in the Meme Generator above (try party parrot). If you don't see the meme you want, browse all GIF templates or upload and save your own animated template using GIF Maker. Do you have a crazy AI
that can write memes for me? Funny you should ask. Because yes, we do. Here you go: imgflip.com/ai-meme (warning, Your Boos Mean Nothing, also known as Your Boos Mean Nothing, I've Seen What Makes You Cheer, is an exploitable image depicting the animated character Rick Sanchez from the
ADULT SWIM TV show Rick and Morty. Typically, the meme is used to show when an individual doesn't care what someone thinks of their opinion or statement. Itis Itis in a capacity similar to I'm Tired of Pretending It's Not and Why You're Booing Me, I'm Right. Origin The sequel and quote used in the
meme originally come from the fourth season of Rick and Morty, episode three, called One Crew Over the Crewcoo's Morty which aired on November 24, 2019. The phrase is uttered by Rick Sanchez, voiced by Justin Roiland, to a crowd that is booing when it is revealed that Rick does not respect the
assault and says: Your bounts mean nothing, I saw what makes you cheer! (seen below). Shortly after it aired, the scene was used as a meme format in a few days, and the oldest known example was posted on November 26, 2019, by the subparpowerliftingmemes Instagram account (shown below),
where it received nearly 3,000 likes in about 10 months. On November 27, 2019, the Dank Memes Melt Steel Beams Facebook page posted another example on its feed (seen below, left), receiving over 5,200 likes, 2,000 shares and 300 comments in 10 months. On December 1, the Being Libertarian
Facebook page posted a widely shared version (seen below, right), receiving over 7,900 likes, 5,100 shares and 142 comments in approximately 10 months. On December 10, the Instagram account posted another version using an image from a dashboard (shown below, left), racking up more than 8,700
likes in about nine months. On January 6, 2020, zucctheberg's Instagram account reposted a Reddit meme (shown below, right), racking up more than 16,300 likes in approximately eight months. On January 7, Redditor vocchiogrosso posted another variant for the subreddit /r/dankmemes referring to
Ricky Gervais at the Golden Globes (seen below, left), receiving more than 1,200 votes in eight months. On May 13, Redditor LordStrongDong posted a sub/r/memes version (seen below, right), receiving over 16,600 upvotes and 239 comments in four months. Several examples research model Interest
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